Research Funding Opportunities for Early Career Faculty

- Sloan Fdn. RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS
- Whitehall Fdn. GRANTS-IN-AID
- Amer. Math. Soc. CENTENNIAL FELLOWSHIP
- Whitehall Fdn. GRANTS-IN-AID
- Sontag Fdn. Distingushed Scientist Award
- Whitehall Fdn. GRANTS-IN-AID
- NIH Stephen I. Katz Early Investigator Research Project Grant R01

- PEW BIOMEDICAL SCHOLARS
- DARPA YOUNG FACULTY AWARD
- NASA NEW (EARLY CAREER) INVESTIGATOR PROGRAM IN EARTH SCI.
- American Heart Assoc. Career Dev Award
- Beckman Young Investigator Program
- CAMILLE DREYFUS TEACHER-SCHOLAR AWARDS PROGRAM
- NSF CAREER AWARDS
- Mailinckrodt Fdn. SCHOLAR PROGRAM

- SEARLE SCHOLARS PROGRAM
- NIH Stephen I. Katz Early Investigator Research Project Grant R01
- Amer. Cancer Soc. RESEARCH SCHOLAR GRANTS
- Hhmi Hanna H. Gray Fellows Program
- Packard Fellowships for SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
- USDA AFRI NEW INVESTIGATOR GRANTS
- Breast Cancer Alliance YOUNG INVESTIGATOR GRANT

- DOE YOUNG INVESTIGATOR PROGRAM
- NIH Stephen I. Katz Early Investigator Research Project Grant R01
- DoD ONR YOUNG INVESTIGATOR PROGRAM
- USDA AFRI NEW INVESTIGATOR GRANTS
- DoD ARB YOUNG INVESTIGATOR PROGRAM

- NSF PLANT GENOME RESEARCH PROGRAM

* denotes a limited submission opportunity where UF is restricted in the number of nominees allowed (limit).

This calendar was adapted from Cornell Research’s faculty calendar.